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One-two punch
Building your case for support and making the ask
December 1, 2021
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Our goals for today:
• Give you our best "pro tips"
• Meet you where you are
• Answer your questions
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About Jenn
• Born and raised in Saskatoon
• Fundraising since 2005
• CFRE designation in 2009
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About Christy
• 16 years in the nonprofit sector
• Marketing and nonprofit communications
• Certified leadership coach
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What we heard
from you

I'm looking for tips on major gift asks

68%

I attend every SSFRE session because I
love professional development

38%

I need to create a case for support for my
organization

22%

Know how to create a case, but looking for
tips on using it

16%
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What we heard from you
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What we heard from you
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BUILDING YOUR CASE
§ What is a case for support?
§ When do you need one?
§ Are there different types of cases?
§ What should we include in ours?

What we'll cover
MAKING THE ASK
§ How to use your case
§ Is your donor ready?
§ How to prepare
§ Making the ask
§ Follow up
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Q: What is a case for
support?
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What ISN'T a case?
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§ It’s not a business plan
§ It’s not a proposal

NOT a case for
support

§ It’s not a feasibility study
§ It’s not (typically) for one priority
§ Not corporate communications
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So where does that leave us?
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§ External-facing
§ Bigger than one donor

A case for
support is…

§ A feasible idea for a project or program
§ A vision of what you could achieve with donor support
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A: Anything that helps you
talk about your
organization’s need for
donor investment
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When do you need
a case?

“When you can talk about your organization’s work for
hours, but you can’t talk about it persuasively to a
prospect for 60 seconds.”
- Tom Ahern
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When do you need
a case?

§ When you get a different answer from each Board and
staff member who is asked the question "What problem
are we trying to solve?"
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§ Internal case

Types of cases

§ General case
§ Campaign draft case
§ Campaign public case
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What should we include in our
case?
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§ Beginning
§ What is the problem? What is the solution?

1. Tell a story

§ Middle
§ Provide supporting evidence

§ End
§ Call to action
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This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-SA.

"Jessie didn’t always dream of higher
education. In fact, for many years, all she
wanted was to get out of school. But all
that changed when Ethan was born. It
was no longer just her life, but her son’s
as well. She knew that a university
education was key to building a life for
them – but she wouldn’t have been able
to do it without accessible, affordable
childcare that understood her needs as a
young mother and a full-time student."
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Zac is a precocious and personable pooch.
He and his family have every reason to thank the WCVM for the lives
they live today.
Several years ago, Zac not only journeyed half-way around the world to live
in Saskatoon, he became quite the soccer goalkeeper — whatever the
season, say “play goalie” and the game is on.

This inquisitive, adorable Jack Russell Terrier is a treasured member of his
family. Always ready with a spirited “welcome home,” his boundless
energy offered countless hours of joy.

Until the day when the unthinkable happened.

Zac had a stroke, suddenly leaving him without the use of his back legs. His
family was shocked, distraught, frightened. How would they manage? What
kind of life would Zac have now? What kind of life would they all have? And
most difficult of all: Would they have to live without their beloved friend?
Heartbreak turned into hope at the Western College of Veterinary
Medicine, where intensive rehabilitation helped Zac regain the use of his
legs, build strength — and return to his goalkeeping duties.
This story could have had a much different ending.
But the WCVM was there to offer Zac and his family urgently needed
care.
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2. Use the three
why’s

§ Why us?
§ Why now?
§ Why you (the donor)?
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Source: Habitat for Humanity International
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Source: YMCA Calgary
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3. What does the
world look like
without you?

§ If you take away your organization, what ceases to exist?
§ What are 5 things your organization does that no one
knows about?

§ What keeps you and your Board members up at night?
§ Use emotional triggers instead of rational thinking
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Source: The Wild Center c/o thecasewriters.com
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4. Just start writing
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"When I start writing I’m
never really certain
where I’m going or
where I’ll end up. But I’m
on my way."
- Jerold Panas, Making the Case

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY.
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§ Explain why and why not
§ Use short sentences

How a 5-year-old
learns
Source: Mal Warwick

§ Explain cause and effect
§ Analogies help understanding
§ Storytelling
§ Disruptive ideas and language
§ Try new things
§ Lighten up!
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Fundraiser leads the process by
translating strategic directions into
fundraising priorities

Who leads the case?

If you have communications staff, they
will need to work with you to
understand what makes a case for
support different

You can also hire knowledgeable
external partners to help research,
write and design your case
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"All fundraising copy
should sound like
someone talking."
- George Smith, Tiny Essential of Writing
for Fundraising

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY.
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From the case to the ask…
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Steps leading up to "the ask"

Qualification

Strategic and
personalized
conversations
to determine
interest

Cultivation

Develop
relationship to
understand
interest areas
and capacity
to give

Project
introduction

Presentation
of the case for
support

Solicitation

Making "the
ask"
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Steps leading up to "the ask"

Qualification

Strategic and
personalized
conversation
to determine
interest

Cultivation

Meanwhile...
Strategic
directions

Develop
relationship to
understand
interest areas
and capacity
to give

Priority
needs

Project
introduction

Presentation
of the case for
support

Solicitation

Making "the
ask"

Role of
donors

Vision
mission
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HOT TIPS FROM
JENN

§ Be clear that you are the fundraiser- own it!
§ Play the long game - know your priorities short and
long term

§ Envision your relationship in steps
§ Honour your donor as a person, not a source of revenue
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Timing

3 Reasons for a
Yes or a No

Project

Amount
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Can you confidently:

§ Identify your donor's passions and interests?
§ Connect their passion with your priority?

Is your donor ready?
My checklist

§ Demonstrate how they can make a difference?
§ Foresee any potential concerns and how you
can address them?

§ Quantify their capacity to give?
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This becomes the
foundation of your
proposal

§ This is your invitation
§ It clearly defines what the donor will be supporting
§ It is a crucial piece, but this is not your ask, it is a written
account of your ask
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Who is going to be there

Prepare, prepare,
and then practice!

How would you like the
conversation to flow
WHO is going to make the ASK
Prepare for any possible
questions or objections
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§ Manage the small talk
§ Stay focused

The Ask

§ Clearly ASK
§ Do not say a word (I cannot emphasize this enough)
§ Confirm next steps
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Did you clearly
define next steps
with your donor?
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Case Study
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Christy Miller
christybohnmiller@gmail.com
306-992-2792
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/christy-miller/

Reach out anytime!

Jennifer Molloy
jennifer.molloy@usask.ca
306-966-7450
LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jennifer-molloy/
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